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 Orthodontic diagnosis requires extensive
and detailed examination to assessments of
the state of the patient.

 Accurate diagnosis is the key to the correct
treatment



 Data needed to Orthodontic diagnostic be
into three main grouped :

1. Information received from patients

2. The information obtained from clinical
examination

3. Examination of diagnostic recordings
(dental models, radiographs, photographs)



1. Information received from patients:(What
is a main complaint?)

 Taken the medical and dental history
 Status of the physical growth
 Evaluation of the patient motivation,

expectations, social status and behavior.











 In medical and dental history: ask the patient if
he using medication for any reason or not, also
asking whether he visit the doctor or not.

1. Heart disease
2. Rheumatism
3. Anemia
4. Hepatitis, liver problems
5. Diabetes
6. Asthma
7. Arthritis
8. Allergy
9. Information are taken about mental and

emotional disturbances



 Chronic medical problems, orthodontic
treatment in adults and children is not
contraindicated but it requires some
measures to be taken before starting the
treatment.



 Chronic medical problems:

- In the presence of cardiac problems /
rheumatic fever, prophylaxis is necessary to
against the subacute bacterial endocarditis.
in these patients antibiotics should be
initiated before any procedure ( e.g.
placement of band) that may cause bleeding.



 Hepatitis, liver problems
Patient with Hepatitis / liver problems, such as

all other branches of Dentistry carry
important for the infectivity.

 In patients with diabetes appliances are
subject to change the mouth tissue reaction,
Periodontal destruction is very quick and
required careful monitoring.

 Arthritis: TMJ (temporomandibular joint)
problems, and can cause changes in the form
of lower jaw Growth.



 Allergy

may be in the form of cold acrylic / nickel
allergy. In such a case hemorrhage and
edema occurs in allergic tissue. When allergy
has occurred instead of nickel-titanium
material and instead of cold acrylics-warm
acrylic can be used.

- Orthodontic treatment is contraindicated in
the presence of acute and chronic
periodontal disease.



- Treatment of patients with cleft lip and
palate requires a multidisciplinary approach.

The multidisciplinary team
- Plastic surgeon
- Orthodontist
- ENT specialist
- Speech therapist
- Pedodontist
- Prosthdontist
- Also consists of psychiatric.



- Habits ( finger sucking, tongue thrust. Etc.),
provides information about the reason
malocclusions.

- Dental / facial trauma: It explains the
etiology of some orthodontic problems; If
there is dental trauma: occlusion may
deteriorate, root resorption may be
increased. as a result of facial trauma, facial
asymmetry may develop.



- Familial facial features, explains some of
skeletal problems and genetic problems.
Example: excessive mandibular development
indicates the transition of genetic, if it seen
in the family is seen also in the children.



2. Status of the physical growth

- The prognosis in orthodontic treatment are
greatly affected by growth.

- Skeletal symptoms of orthodontic problems
with appropriate period of time to intervene
is in the most growth acceleration.

- Therefore the starting time of growth is
very important for orthodontic Treatment
Planning.



 Determination of developmental age of the
patient are important in understanding how
much more growth remain.

 We known a patient's grow will continue
until to completed sexual maturition.



 The methods used for the determination of
the physical growth:

- The information about the growth rate
obtained from the patients.

- Measurements of height and weight

Other methods

- Hand -wrist films

- Cephalometric films



 Growth is evaluating by 3 ages:

1. Chronological age

2. Dental age: is determined according to the
amount of calcification in the permanent
teeth. Not give any information about the
skeletal development

3. Skeletal / bone age: is determined by hand-
wrist films, showes different degrees of
calcification of the bones.



 Growth spurt

 In the girls

- Starts between the ages 9.5-10.5

- Finishs between the ages 14-15

 In the boys

- Starts between the ages 10.5-15

- Finishs between the ages 13.5-17.5



 Evaluation of the growth by the
cephalometric films:



3. An assessment of the patient in terms of
social behavior:

Why would you like to be treated?



 Factors that increase the success of
orthodontic treatment:

 Patient's believe in the benefit of the
treatment

 Family have a voice on the child

 In adult patients must have realistic
expectations about the outcome of
treatment



 Patients want to be treated for two reasons

 Correction of the dental and facial
aesthetics

 Correction of the occlusion and jaw
functions






